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Valdosta, GA 31698 ckicey@valdosta.edu Originally we chanced upon regression methods [9] . We r repeating many times. For a compare with the underlying points produced a near verti arithmetic mean to compute canceled by the near-zero slo meaningful to compute m^ by mean S(XI, We contend that often the definition is restricted to positive and out of geometric tradition [4] . This requirement avoids pr G and H, but is arguably unnaturally restrictive for A. 
If necessary, ing (2) .
Returning to the definition of S given of the line that bisects the angle formed interpretation, we call S the slope mean, would be a more apt description. In the 
will be used in the remainder of the note.
Comparison with the classic means The three classic means given in the introduction can be compared by the most frequently proven inequalities of classical analysis [2, 5] :
The second inequ means from functions f and their tangent lines, which is a special case of the means in Horwitz [6] . Under the assumption that f"(x) is nonzero and continuous, a mean is given by the x-coordinate of the intersection of the tangent lines to y = f(x) at x = a and x = b. In this case, taking f(x) to be x2, .,1 and 1/x generates A, G, and H, respectively. The slope mean also belongs to this family, generated by f (x) = N/x2
Some families of means do not contain the slope mean because the means are homogeneous, and yet there are still other families [10] where it is not clear whether or not the slope mean is a member.
In their study of the three classic means, Bullen, Mitrinovi6, and Vasi` implicitly characterized these means through a family of functions as follows. Let {fx(x) o E I1R} be a family of functions indexed by X. such 'that f21l(x) = f; ( can be seen that our characterization of means by two sets of functions leads to such a characterization using a single family of functions.
